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Abstract: The multi-resonant response of three-steps tapered dipole nano-antennas, coupled 
to a resistive and fast micro-bolometer, is investigated for the efficient sensing in the infrared 
band. The proposed devices are designed to operate at 10.6 m, regime where the complex 
refractive index of metals becomes important, in contrast to the visible counterpart, and where 
a full parametric analysis is performed. By using a particle swarm algorithm (PSO) the 
geometry was adjusted to match the impedance between the nanoantenna and the micro-
bolometer, reducing the return losses by a factor of 650%. This technique is compared to 
standards matching techniques based on transmission lines, showing better accuracy. Tapered 
dipoles therefore open the route towards an efficient energy transfer between load elements 
and resonant nanoantennas. 
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 
1. Introduction 
In the recent years, great efforts have been addressed in improving thermal imagining 
devices, due to their increasingly wider commercial, medical and military applications [1,2]. 
Nowadays, thermal cameras exist thanks to the use of uncooled thermo-resistive detectors so-
called bolometers [3,4]. These detectors are the most sensitive devices able to image in the 
long-wavelenght infra-red (LWIR) regime (band) (7-14 m). Several materials such as the 
vanadium oxide (VOx) or the amorphous silicon ( -Si) are used as the most common 
commercial bolometers due to their high temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) and 
relatively low-cost [5–7]. Nevertheless, novel materials displaying enhanced properties are 
currently being investigated as new bolometers candidates [8–10]. 
The receiving properties of the uncooled bolometer can be increased by coupling it to the 
feed point of a receiving antenna [11–13]. In this type of coupled device, the antenna collects 
the incident radiation as an alternate current induced along its volume. The bolometer 
subsequently detects such a resonance mode due to the ohmic losses that increase its 
temperature. By using this type of architecture, bolometers can be taken to the micrometer 
scale, enhancing thus their speed and sensitivity [14,15]. 
Despite the attractive functionalities of antenna-coupled micro-bolometers, their 
sensitivity remains relatively poor in experimentally realized devices [16]. The main reasons 
are: (a) the steady dissipation of heat towards the surroundings, which decreases the 
temperature changes in the bolometers [17–20], and (b) the impedance mismatch between the 
bolometer and the antennas, which introduces energy transfer problems between both 
elements [16,21]. The micrometer-sized bolometers exhibit high resistance values; for 
instance, when thin films made of Nb (70nm) and VOx (60nm) are used as bolometric 
materials, the resistance can reach values around 3.0 k  and 1.2 k  respectively [16,21]. In 
this paper, we address efforts to reduce the losses of sensitivity due to the mismatch issue. 
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Recently, a novel type of antenna design, the so-called tapered dipoles [22,23], in which 
the width of the arms forming the dipole decreases stepwise, was introduced aiming to 
improve the impedance coupling of infrared antennas to high-resistive load elements. For 
instance, these structures were used to improve the energy transfer between the antenna and 
metal-insulator-metal rectifying diodes of 500  impedance, operating in the visible regime 
(  = 500nm) [22]. These types of antennas are devices that exhibit a multi-resonant behavior 
in their band of operation [24]. In this work, we exploit such a multi-resonant response, which 
can be tuned via their geometrical parameters, in order to meet specific impedance 
requirements at the antennas terminals. Their extended use to the LWIR regime (  = 10.6 
μm), where effects of refractive index become important (e.g. the refractive index of titanium 
increases from n* = 2.6 + j 3.58 (  = 600nm) to n* = 4.1 + 20.3j (  = 10.6 μm), and silver 
from n* = 0.05 + 3.13j (  = 500nm) to n* = 7.87 + 77.28j (  = 10.6 μm)) [25], is herein 
analyzed. 
In this study, the authors make use of a tapered dipole as a means to better match the 
impedance of high-resistive micro-bolometers in the LWIR band. A three-step tapered dipole 
made of titanium (Ti), material chosen by its short skin depth [25], is used as the receiving 
antenna. The impedance and the performance of the device are evaluated by performing 
numerical simulations via the COMSOL Multi-Physics platform (ver. 5.3a), a software 
package based on the finite-element method. A powerful algorithmic tool, the so-called 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [26–28], externally linked to the numerical 
solver, is employed to find the values of the parameters that match the best the impedance of 
the micro-bolometers. Micro-bolometers with a resistance of 500  are considered here as a 
case of study. 
The PSO is an algorithm that aims to optimize cost functions whose solution via analytical 
methods is very complex to find. The PSO algorithm thus proposes an initial set of possible 
solutions (known as particle swarm) for the optimization problem. This set is subsequently 
evolved based on social rules, where the particle swarm is moved around the best particle 
solution iteratively, the best result of a swarm particle being the solution of the algorithm. In 
this work, the cost function is related to the results of the simulation of a tapered nanoantenna. 
The PSO algorithm is implemented in MatLab and the tapered antenna simulation is 
implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics. Then, the Matlab routine executing the PSO 
algorithm generates the antenna parameter configurations as possible solutions to the cost 
function, which are sent to COMSOL for the antenna to be simulated. Once the simulation is 
completed, both the frequency response (S11 in decibels) and the antenna impedance (Zin) are 
returned to MatLab so that the cost function is evaluated and the PSO algorithm decides the 
new swarm for the next iteration. The interaction between MatLab and COMSOL is easily 
done using the LiveLink MatLab tool provided by COMSOL. 
2. Impedance and resonance modes of conventional half-wave dipoles 
In order to perform this study, we first analyze the complex impedance Zin = R + X*j of 
conventional half-wave dipoles, since the tapered dipole geometry is based on the geometry 
of conventional dipoles. A schema of the conventional dipole hereby considered is shown in 
Fig. 1(a). The dipole is lying on a substrate that consists of a silicon dioxide layer (SiO2 1μm 
thick) on the top of a silicon wafer (Si semi-infinite), while the upper half-space is vacuum. 
The silicon dioxide layer is thick enough to electrically isolate and reduce the dielectric 
contribution of the underlying Si substrate. We consider the case of a Ti dipole with length L 
= 2.2 m, width W = 200 nm, thickness T = 100 nm and a center gap G = 100 nm; these 
dimensions are appropriately tuned to recover the infrared wavelength around  = 10.6 μm 
(28.3 THz). The resonance length of the dipole is then shorter than the free-space length (5.3 
m) due to the dielectric contribution of the SiO2 layer. Since the manufacture of these 
devices requires the use of advanced electron beam lithography and thin-film metal 
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deposition techniques [29–31], the experimental realization of devices is out of the scope of 
the contribution. 
In the LIWR regime, both the impedance and the resonant modes of the Ti dipoles 
substantially differ from their microwave counterpart, because of the strong dispersion in 
metals at optical frequencies [32,33]. This dispersion in turn reduces the effective resonance 
wavelengths from the conventional /2 resonance [33], and modifies the conventional 73-  
impedance value. In order to evaluate the impedance in this regime, a numerical model that 
takes into account the experimental dielectric functions of the materials was built [25]. 
In order to perform the numerical simulations, the antennas are considered to be in the 
transmit mode, so they are excited at the gap by an alternate source [34]. A lumped port with 
a reference impedance Zref = 500  is used for both purposes, to excite the antenna (VAC = 1 
V), and to introduce the impedance mismatch of high-resistive micro-bolometers. In the 
transmit mode, the antenna will radiate electromagnetic energy towards their surroundings 
(substrate and the vacuum), hence, in order to prevent reflections from the simulation 
environment (the boundaries) absorption layers have been employed. In the transmit mode, 
the impedance Zin is easily evaluated by the ratio of the voltage V (across the gap G) to the 
complex current I obtained from the simulations, with Zin = V/I. Both components of the 
impedance, real (R) and imaginary (X) parts, are plotted as a function of the excitation 
frequency in Fig. 1(b). 
 
Fig. 1. Half-wave dipole nano-antenna coupled to a nano-bolometer. (a) Schematic 
representation of the nano-antenna, defining its geometrical parameters width W, length L and 
thickness T. The nano-bolometer is freestanding-bridge-like on the dipole elements; with the 
antenna lying on a Si//SiO2 substrate. (b) Input impedance of the dipole-antenna as a function 
of the frequency; with R being the real and X the imaginary parts of the impedance. (c). 
Frequency dependence of the input return loss (S11) for several port-resistance values. 
Once the input impedance of the Ti dipoles was evaluated, the resonant modes of the 
antennas in the LWIR regime can be easily determined by identifying the zeros of the 
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reactance-frequency plot, open circles in Fig. 1(b). The numerical results show that the 
fundamental resonance (first zero of the reactance plot) appears at ~28 THz. For this 
resonance mode, the amplitude of the impedance is relatively low (~60 ). In general, half-
wave dipoles exhibit low impedance at odd multiples of the fundamental mode. On the other 
hand, at even multiples of the fundamental resonance the amplitude of the impedance is 
relatively high, a few hundreds of ohms, for instance Zin~280  at 39 THz. To address the use 
of dipoles as infrared detectors it must be noted that, although both odd and even harmonics 
are resonant, feeding the dipoles on the odd resonances with resistive sensor-elements such as 
the micro-bolometers is not a good choice since the energy transfer will drop much more than 
in the even ones, as can be seen in Fig. 1(c). Having in mind this fact, we address efforts in 
this work with the aim of exploiting the natural resistance of the even resonances for the case 
where high resistive load elements are present. 
3. Return losses and mismatch impedance of half-wave dipoles 
Once the impedance of the Ti dipole was obtained, the inconveniences introduced by the 500-
 port on the performance of the infrared detector are analyzed. In order to perform this task, 
we evaluate the return loss S11 in decibels [dB] as a function of the frequency of the port, 
parameter shown in the bold graph in Fig. 1(c). The measured parameter is the power loss in 
the returned/reflected signal between the dipole and the port, so that higher absolute values of 
the parameter mean a better match and energy transfer. 
Results show that there are considerable losses of power (S11~-2 decibels) by reflection at 
the odd resonance mode (28 THz), the mode where the antenna-based detector should exhibit 
its higher performance due to the length of the antenna. It must be noted that the losses by 
reflection are minimal (S11~-11.5 decibels) for a frequency band around 42 THz, a little above 
the even resonance mode. This is due to the better match of the port on the even mode. At this 
regard, several types of (experimentally realized) LWIR detectors and harvesting devices, 
based on resistive metal-insulator-metal diodes, could also be used to sense in an efficient 
manner radiation of higher frequencies by using the even mode [35,36]. 
In order to get an insight on this fact, the return losses for several port resistances (50, 
100, 200, 500, and 2000 ) were evaluated and compared in Fig. 1(c). On the one hand, the 
position of the minimal losses by reflection depends on the resistance of the port. In this 
regard, devices with port of higher impedance will operate at bands of higher frequency. On 
the other hand, devices with best performance are those that match the better the impedance 
of the odd and even resonances of the dipole, such as the case of the port of 50 ohms and 200 
ohms. 
It is worth to mention that the dimensions of the conventional Ti dipole can be tuned to 
shift the even mode (which exhibits a high-resistance) towards frequencies around 28.3 THz, 
and therefore use this mode to better match the impedance of the port. This strategy will thus 
lead to dipoles with larger physical lengths L. Nevertheless, increasing the size of the antenna 
components does not contribute to the high integration desired in microelectronics devices. In 
this regard, tapered dipoles also introduce a manner to change the effective resonance length 
of a dipole without changing the physical length, as we will discuss below. 
4. Tapered dipoles and geometrical characteristics 
To overcome the issue concerning the mismatch between the infrared antenna and the 500-  
resistance port, tapered dipoles (shown in Fig. 2) are used as a strategy to tune the impedance 
of the antennas (without changing the physical length of the devices). The tapered 
nanoantenna design consists of a conventional Ti dipole with two additional steps of smaller 
size inserted in each of its arms. As mentioned above, these nanostructures support resonant 
modes of higher-order, which induce on the dipole a multi-resonant behavior. This multi-
resonant behavior can be tuned by adjusting the geometrical parameters and is herein 
intentionally exploited to meet impedance requirements. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the three-steps tapered dipole antenna, defining its 
geometrical parameters width W, length L and thickness T, for each of the three steps. The 
nano-bolometer is freestanding-bridge-like on the dipole elements; with the antenna lying on a 
Si//SiO2 substrate. 
The geometrical description of the studied tapered dipole requires the use of an eight-
dimensional space, defined by the length (L1, L2, L3), the width (W1, W2, W3) and the thickness 
T of the tapered sections, as well as the gap distance G of the dipole. Each of these parameters 
affects the value of the impedance; their relative importance being determined by the PSO 
algorithm will be described in the next section. Prior to it, we evaluate the performance of a 
few arbitrary geometries in order to get some insight on the parameters that affect the 
impedance the most. The dimensions of the considered geometries, defined as types A to E, 
are listed in Table 1. It must be noted the length of all the geometries does not change (L = 2.2 
m), and all of them keep fixed both the thickness T = 100 nm and the gap G = 100nm. 
Table 1. Geometrical parameters for the three-steps tapered dipole antennas 
Antenna 
parameters Type A Type B Type C Type D Type E 
W1 300 nm 250 nm 200 nm 200 nm 220 nm 
W2 200 nm 140 nm 120 nm 70 nm 100 nm 
W3 150 nm 80 nm 40 nm 50 nm 80 nm 
L1 750 nm 600 nm 100 nm 100 nm 100 nm 
L2 200 nm 350 nm 500 nm 500 nm 500 nm 
L3 100 nm 100 nm 450 nm 450 nm 450 nm 
T 100 nm 100 nm 100 nm 100 nm 100 nm 
G 100 nm 100 nm 100 nm 100 nm 100 nm 
5. Characteristic impedance trends 
The impedance corresponding to the different geometries is presented in Fig. 3(a) and is 
compared with the impedance of a conventional dipole (dashed line). It is found that the steps 
introduced in the conventional dipole results in both, the shift of the resonant modes towards 
lower frequencies and an increase of the impedance. On the one hand, the physical origin of 
the shift can be understood by considering the effective path length of the resonant current. 
By introducing the steps, the effective length increases leading to longer effective 
wavelengths. On the other hand, by comparing the dimensions of the tapered geometries with 
the higher impedances, the geometries of the types C and D, it can be seen the amplitude 
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depends on the width of the two steps closest to the gap W2, W3, the narrower the steps the 
higher the impedance. 
Due to their thin-film structure, not only the lateral geometry of the nanoantennas affects 
the resonant modes but the thickness too, which becomes a relevant factor. In order to 
highlight the latter we have obtained the impedance of a fixed geometry with different 
thickness, shown in Fig. 3(b). Particularly, we have varied the thickness of the geometry A 
(keeping fixed the other parameters). The results show that thinner antennas exhibit higher 
impedances and resonant modes shifted towards lower frequencies. For small thickness, the 
charge of the top surface and the charge on the bottom surface are highly correlated to each 
other. Strong coupling results in a larger effective total charge, which in turn increases the 
effective resonant wavelengths [37]. For larger thickness, the charge of the top and bottom 
surfaces decouples, acting more like separates dipoles that exhibit resonant modes at higher 
frequencies. Geometries of the types B to E exhibit a similar behavior. 
 
Fig. 3. Frequency dependence of the characteristic impedance for a 3-steps tapered dipole 
antenna. The real R and imaginary X parts of the impedance are presented as a function of: (a) 
the geometry structure, (b) the thickness, (c) the gap size, and (d) the type of metal considered 
for the dipole. 
Further, due to their design, all the tapered geometries have a gap that indeed acts as 
capacitor. The gap capacitance CGAP can be described by a parallel plate capacitor 
GAP gC A Gε=  [38], where G and A are the size and the cross areas of the gap, respectively. 
The capacitor CGAP is in parallel with the capacitance of the dipoles CANT, so the gap 
capacitance tunes the resonant modes of the antennas. Low gap capacitances cause low total 
capacitances, T GAP ANTC C C= + . If we consider the dipole as an RCL circuit, this condition, in 
turn, shifts the resonant modes towards higher frequencies [39,40]. To underline this 
behavior, we have tuned the gap capacitance of the geometry A by changing the size of the 
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gap G. The results presented in Fig. 3(c) show that increasing the gap size leads to resonant 
modes of higher frequencies as expected. 
It is worth noting that the position and amplitude of the resonant modes depend on the 
considered metal. To highlight this dependence, we evaluate the impedance of the geometry 
of the type A, in a variety of metals, such as titanium (Ti), nickel (Ni), gold (Au), aluminum 
(Al) and palladium (Pd). The results, shown in Fig. 3(d), unveil that Ti dipoles exhibit the 
higher impedances. The influence of the metal can be understood in terms of the conductivity 
and skin depth of metals [41]. On the one hand, the skin depth determines how localized the 
resonant current is: a larger skin depth results in a shift of the modes towards lower 
frequencies [41]. This is, for instance, the case of aluminum dipoles, which exhibit the larger 
skin depth. On the other hand, the amplitude of the impedance depends on the conductivity of 
the metal: the lower the DC conductivity of the metal the higher the impedance. In order to 
approach the use of dipoles for the detection of infrared wavelengths, Ti appears as a natural 
metal choice due to its high resistance, which can be used to accomplish a better match to 
high resistive micro-bolometers. 
6. Particle swarm optimization of the LWIR tapered dipole 
Once we have studied the resonance properties with emphasis on geometry, we exploit and 
tune the geometrical parameters in order to find the dimensions of the dipoles that match the 
best the 500  port. In order to perform this optimization process, we use a particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) program that communicates with the COMSOL Multiphysics numerical 
solver through an external link. The solver obtains both, the return losses S11 and the input 
impedance Zin of the given geometry, and measures their relevance through a so-called fitness 
function f (see Eq. (1). The PSO optimizer analyzes the fitness function and subsequently 
updates the nanoantennas dimensions in order to minimize such a function at wavelengths 
around 10.6 m. It should be mentioned that the fitness function is here defined in such a 
manner that its minimum values imply a better impedance match and therefore a better 
detector performance. 
The fitness function f suggested here is a quite simple linear combination of the 
wavelength at the minimal return loss min(S11) and the reactance X of the dipoles. The 
expression is given by: 
 
111 min( ) 2
10.6Sf c m c Xλ μ= • − + •  (1) 
where c1 and c2 are positive weighting constants that equalize the contribution of the X and 
the term ( min(S11) - 10.6 m). On the one hand, the first term tunes the return loss minima to 
the desired wavelength (10.6 m). On the other hand, due to its absolute value, the second 
term should vanish when the function is minimized; this term consequently ensures that the 
nanoantennas are at resonance. 
Additionally, some constraints were imposed on the values of the geometrical parameters: 
(a) W1>W2>W3, with the aim to confine the electric field and to increase the impedance at the 
gap, and (b) Wi - Wi + 1 and t >10 nm, in order to introduce some design manufacture 
feasibility, and (c) L = 2.2 m, to keep constant the length of devices. 
In the pursuit of the device improvement, the PSO routine was ran by using as initial 
conditions the dimensions of the aforementioned A-type geometry. The initial geometry has a 
fitness function in f = 52, and after 300 iterations, f is decreased 17 times to obtain a final 
value of f = 13, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a). In only a few rapid improvements, the algorithm 
was able to find a geometry whose dimensions can be considered as optimized, showing this 
manner the effectiveness of the PSO algorithm. The schema of the optimized geometry, 
whose dimension are L1 = 273 nm, L2 = 563 nm, L3 = 162 nm, W1 = 292 nm, W2 = 103 nm, 
W3 = 97 nm, T = 42 nm and G = 103 nm, is shown in Fig. 4(b). The values of the return losses 
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S11 and the real part R of the impedance are shown for some points, particularly, at the 
pronounced steps of the graph. 
 
Fig. 4. Optimized Nano-antenna. (a) Evolution of the fitness function with the number of 
improvements. (b) Schema of the optimized geometry obtained with the PSO algorithm. (c) 
Real R and imaginary  parts of the input impedance for the optimized geometry. (d) Return 
losses. 
The match improvement, obtained via the proposed fitness function, can be appreciated by 
plotting the frequency dependence of both the impedance and return loss for the optimized 
geometry, and comparing it to the conventional dipole, as seen in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d). 
First, from results shown in Fig. 4(c) it can be noted that the odd and even modes (of the 
optimized geometry) are shifted towards lower frequencies. In particular, the even mode is 
presented at a frequency ~28.3 THz (10.6 m), frequency where the detector is desired to 
operate. Second, the amplitude of the impedance (of the optimized geometry) at the even 
mode is also increased, and appears to better match that of the port of excitation. Due to this, 
the losses of power by reflection have been reduced at the wavelength of operation, as shown 
by the return losses in Fig. 4(d), which have changed from −2 decibels to −15 decibels (i.e. 
650%). 
On the one hand, the numerical results show that the PSO algorithm does constitute an 
accurate tool to quickly find geometries that better match the resistance of the port. In a few 
improvements, the optimization task is accomplished, as stated above. The accuracy of this 
method entirely relays on how well the fitness function is defined, as we will discuss at the 
end of this section. On the other hand, the tapered dipole stands out as a good candidate to 
couple high resistive elements without changing the physical lengths of the devices. 
At visible wavelengths, similar methods on similar devices were employed, by El-Toukhy 
et al. [22], in order to optimize the harvesting efficiency of silver nanoantennas, and to 
improve the coupling between antennas and metal-insulator-metal rectifying diodes of 500  
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(at  = 600 nm). In the impedance analysis, the authors evaluate the resistance R and 
reactance X as a function of the wavelength (from 400 nm to 600 nm) of a series of tapered 
dipoles, optimized to match ports with resistance of 500 , 1 k  and 2 k , respectively. On 
the one hand, those results show in a clear manner the multi-resonance behavior of those 
structures, which holds four resonance modes (2 odd and 2 even modes); in some cases (case 
for 1 k ), those four resonances modes degenerate into three modes. On the other hand, those 
results permit to underline how much the magnitude of the impedance changes with the 
geometrical parameters in the visible regime; the magnitude of the impedance can increase to 
values higher than 2 k  by applying slight variations of the geometrical parameters. Despite 
the similarity between the devices and methods, the results on the LIWR regime are quite 
different from the visible counterpart. On the one hand, the impedance of the LWIR tapered 
dipoles behaves more like the impedance of conventional infrared dipoles, the different 
resonance modes do not degenerate. The two steps of the tapered dipole just adjust the 
effective length of the structures, without changing the physical length, and tune the 
magnitude of the impedance. On the other hand, the amplitude of the impedance only changes 
with notorious changes of the geometrical parameters. This is mainly due to the high 
refractive index of metals in the LWIR regime. Drastic or important changes of Zin with their 
geometrical parameters can only be obtained by choosing materials with low refractive index; 
for instance, the refractive index of titanium at visible wavelengths is n* = 2.6 + j 3.58 (  = 
600nm), a value that strongly differs from the LIWR counterpart n* = 4.1 + 20.3j (  = 10.6 
μm). 
Some remarks concerning the PSO algorithm should be stated. It must be noted that the 
optimized geometry matches the micro-bolometer in a good degree, but not completely. This 
is due to the suggested fitness function f, which is a linear combination of the two terms that 
the PSO algorithm should simultaneously optimize. In this type of optimization processes, the 
algorithm does not find a solution that satisfies both terms, but rather the weight of their 
relative importance must be stablished or stated. These types of effects, in which the 
impedance is not completely coupled, are also observed in other contributions [22]. 
Finally, to underline the accuracy and usefulness of this method, we compare it to 
classical standard matching techniques based on transmission lines (TL’s), as we will see 
below. 
7. Transmission lines matching 
Some coupling techniques used in the radio frequency (RF) regime have been successfully 
extrapolated to the infrared regime to better match high resistive loads to different types of 
nanometer antennas. These techniques are based in the use of microstrip transmission lines 
(TL) inserted between the antenna and the load as impedance matchers [42]. These types of 



















where Z0 is the so-called characteristic impedance of the transmission line, ZL the impedance 
of the load, and  =  + j  is defined by the attenuation  and propagation  constants [43]. By 
choosing an appropriate length, the input impedance of the transmission line, which is 
terminated by the load, equals the impedance of the antenna. 
With the aim to compare the effectiveness of the TL-based matching technique and the 
tapered dipole approach, the response of a conventional Ti dipole was studied for different 
lengths of a transmission line (200, 500, 900, 1400, 2000 and 3200 nanometers), inserted 
between the dipole and the 500  port as shown in Fig. 5(a). 
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Fig. 5. (a) Schema of a section of transmission line inserted between a conventional half-wave 
dipole and the 500-  lumped port, used as impedance matcher, (b) input impedance of the 
dipole-coupled transmission line, real R and imaginary parts , as a function of the frequency 
(for several line lengths), unveiling the shift of the odd resonance mode towards lower 
frequencies, (c) input impedance of the dipole-coupled transmission line at 28.3 THz (10.6 
m), real R and imaginary  parts, as function of the line length, revealing the line length that 
matches better both elements (900nm), and (d) return losses exhibit the device when a 900 nm 
line is used as impedance matcher. 
The impedances that the different sections of the TL exhibit at the port terminals, when 
they are coupled to the dipole, are numerically evaluated and shown in Fig. 5(b), as a function 
of the frequency. The numerical results show that the impedance shifts towards lower 
frequencies as the length of the TL increases. As consequence, the odd and even resonance 
modes of the dipole-coupled TL shift likewise. 
Once the impedance of the different transmission lines was evaluated, the optimal line 
length that better matches the 500  port can be easily found for the wavelength (or 
frequency) of interest. For this purpose, both, the impedance and the return losses of the lines 
are plotted as a function of length in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d), for a frequency ~28 THz (~10.6 
m). On the one hand, the numerical results in Fig. 5(d), show that the losses by reflection are 
minimal when a 900 nm long TL is used; length at which the reactance vanishes. On the other 
hand, the results in Fig. 5(c), unveil that the return losses are minimal for the even resonance 
mode of the dipole-coupled transmission line. It must be noted that this optimization 
technique does not completely match the impedance of the port and the dipole since the 
resistance of the even mode is around 230 , which is about half the value of the resistance 
port. The best performance that an optimized detector could exhibit implies return losses 
around −8 dB. 
It is worth noting that use of transmission lines as matchers leads to infrared detectors that 
operate on the even resonance. The same task is achieved, as has been showed above, by 
using tapered dipoles with the appropriate design. Both techniques are based on the 
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impedance properties that exhibit the devices at the even mode. However, by comparing the 
performance of the devices optimized with the PSO algorithm (−15 dB) and those optimized 
by using the TL’s (−8 dB), it can be concluded that the tapered design exhibit much better 
results. Moreover, due to their design, the experimental realization implies the use of much 
less resources than the transmission lines. Tapered dipoles therefore open the route towards 
an efficient match at infrared and visible wavelengths. 
8. Conclusions 
A three-stepped dipole nano-antenna, coupled to a nano-bolometer element, was investigated 
as a sensing device designed to operate in the long-wavelength infrared band. The multi-
resonant response of the device was tuned, via its geometrical parameters, in order to meet 
specific impedance requirements at the antennas terminals, resulting in an improved 
impedance matching to the high-resistive micro-bolometer. The resonant modes, impedance 
and return loss were firstly evaluated on conventional half-dipoles coupled to resistive 
elements; the results showed that, at high resistance, energy transfer is optimal for even 
resonant modes and that power loss is high for odd modes. Since the presence of high 
resistive elements shifts the resonant modes to values where the performance quenches, a 
tapered dipole antenna design was introduced as a strategy to tune the impedance of the 
antennas. Numerical simulations of the tapered antennas demonstrate that the steps introduced 
in the conventional dipole results in both, the shift of the resonant modes towards lower 
frequencies and an increase of the impedance. A so-called particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
algorithm was subsequently introduced to optimize the geometrical parameters of the antenna 
in order to obtain the best match to a 500 Ω  port, which emulates the bolometer resistance. 
The optimized geometry results in the even resonance mode shifted towards the desired 
operation frequency (28THz) and in a reduction of 650% in the return loss. The proposed 
architecture is then compared to the approach that uses transmission lines (TL) as matchers, 
whose analysis was also numerically conducted here; the 3-step tapered antenna dipole being 
up to 200% more effective than the TL and its feasibility less demanding. Tapered dipoles 
therefore open the route towards an efficient match at infrared and visible wavelengths. 
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